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WE HAVE A TRADITION: ALAN IS NEXT
he New Patriotic Party (NPP) has a cherished Ttradition and a unique history. Our beginning dates 
back to 1991 of  coming together of  like-minded 

persons who were unhappy with the authoritarian regime 
of  the PNDC. As a tradition, we have witnessed the bitter 
experience of  hatred, brutality and victimization at the 
unmerciful hands of  PNDC before the 4th Republic.

At the birth of  the country’s 4th Republic in 1992, the NPP 
was formed under most unfavorable political pressure in the 
hardest of  time. J. J Rawlings and PNDC had virtually 
collapsed the businesses of  financial giants then (including 
Appenteng Appiah Menkah of  apino soap fame, Mr Sarfo 
Adu, etc). The bold and vociferous who could make case 
for our tradition were either sent into exile or forced into 
silence at home. Politically, it was so hard to differentiate 
between men and women as almost all were calmed into 
submission.

Going into the 1992 general election with the respectable 
Prof. Adu Boahen as our brave candidate, NPP needed 
money as well as fearless men whose commitment and 
loyalty could pass the Heaven-gate test. Times were 
unbelievably tough, only the real stars then could rise.

Our difficult beginning and the subsequent progress rested 
wholly on the broad shoulders of  men and women who 
lighted our candle in the middle of  a heavy rain. One group 
that remained relevant and came to the rescue of  the party 
providing manna during this desert times of  the party was 
the Young Executive Forum (YEF).

In 1992, as a relatively young Lawyer, Economist, Trade 
Expert, Development Consultant and an Entrepreneur, 
Alan Kyerematen founded the Young Executive Forum 
(YEF) a group of  young professionals who had the interest 
of  NPP at heart and the wherewithal to fund the party from 
it’s formation to victory in the year 2000 and beyond.

 Some of  the notable members of  YEF who readily register their 
names on my memory are Hon. Dan Botwe, Hon. Felix Owusu 
Agyapong, and Ing. Kwabena Agyei Agyepong. Others were Hon. 
Courage Quashigah and Hon. Baah Wiredu both of  blessed, etc. 
Alan Kyerematen became the first Chairman of  YEF in 1992 at the 
very moment he was also serving as a member of  the National 
Executive Committee (NEC) of  NPP.

It is instructive to note that the Young Executive Forum under the 
chairmanship of  Alan Kyerematen largely served as the financial 
backbone of  NPP, especially, from 1992 to the year 2000 when we 
won power for the first time in about 30 years as a tradition. As a 
matter of  fact, the first-ever National Head Office of  NPP situated at 
Kokomlemle in Accra was acquired with an initial part payment by 
YEF. The relevance of  YEF at the time was not only supporting 
financially but also contributing a chunk of  their diverse human 
resource to the party. YEF under the leadership of  Alan remained the 
voice of  NPP in almost all media and non-media activities.

Truth be told, this is just one of  the many contributions by the most 
tried and tested candidate, Alan John Kwadwo Kyerematen. The 
immeasurable impact of  this singular act of  founding YEF tells the 
kind of  leadership and foresight he brought on board.

Alan has seen and touched the roots of  NPP, he is sensitive to the 
direction of  our party’s spirit. Truly, truly I say unto you, in a crucial 
election like that of  2024, unless a man knows the roots of  NPP he 
cannot carry it into victory.

For the benefit of  the young and the new, who I cherish by the way, 
there are men and women who have been or were there from our 
difficult beginning. They are, without debate, our true definition of  
loyalty and they remain our perfect benchmark for Commitment to 
the New Patriotic Party. They were bold in the face of  brutality, they 
showed force when faced with tall and hardened walls of  power, they 
spoke during the culture of  silence, their determination was ballooned 
to swallow the high risk that many would avoid. As members of  NPP, 
we must remember that the NPP we enjoy today was born and 
brought up by these men such as Alan John Kwadwo Kyerematen. 
Yenim no fire tete, Alan abr3, adru n’eso. Some of  us campaigned 
against Alan and asked him to wait for his time, THIS IS ALAN’S 
TIME, patience pays!
We have a tradition, Alan is next!

       Source: Haruna Nuako, Yaa Asantewa Rd., Amakom
        Kumasi    -----  harunanuako@gmail.com
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1D1F, THE MOST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONARY 

 [DRIVE] SINCE INDEPENDENCE

he One District One Factory (1D1F) initiative is the Tvision of  His Excellency the President, Nana Addo 
Dankwa Akufo-Addo to change the nature of  Ghana’s 

economy from one which is dependent on import and export 
of  raw material to one which is focused on manufacturing, 
value addition and export of  processed goods. 

The initiative as proposed by His Excellency Nana Addo 
Dankwa Akufo-Addo is private sector led. To support the 
initiative of  the 1D1F, industrial revolutionists like the Trade 
and Industry Minister, Hon Alan Kyerematen led the design, 
development and implementation of  innovative programs such 
as the Africa Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCTA) that 
supports local manufacturers and provide market for the 
produce of  1D1F.

nder the 1D1F industrial intervention, Ghana’s own 

Ucarmaker is beginning to take the market share with a 
range of  conventional vehicles. Kantanka Car, a 

Ghanaian automobile manufacturing company has performed 
well and even doing extremely well in automobile production 
under the 1D1F initiative.

Kantanka has doubled production since the inception of  the 
automobile policy. The policy supports greater economic 
activity and job creation in Ghana, and deliver opportunities 
for big and small businesses to benefit from greater trade and 
investment by eliminating or reducing tariffs.

Under the 1D1F initiative as well as the AfCTA, 
Kantanka will soon be a major exporter of  
automobile. The AfCTA promotes regional 
economic integration and build shared approaches 
to trade and investment between Ghana and its 
trading partners by eliminating tariffs, and help 
address  behind-the-border barriers that would 
otherwise impede the flow of  goods and services. 
This will deliver enhanced trade and investment 
opportunities that contribute to the economic 
growth of  Ghana.

AfCTA will drive the 1D1F initiative since it 
supports stronger people-to -people and business-to-
business links that enhance Ghana’s overall bilateral 
relationships with AfCTA Partners.

1D1F can continue to provide additional benefits to 
Ghana and trading partners over time, including via 
built agendas that encourage ongoing domestic 
reform and  trade liberalisation.

Source: Isaac Bawuah 
isaacbawuahprof@gmail.com2
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ALAN MOURNS KWEKU BAAKO’S MOTHER 

lan John Kwadwo 

AKyerematen , Minister for 
Trade and Industry on 

Thursday, 11th March, 2021 visited 
Editor in-chief  of  the New 
Crusading Guide Newspaper, Abdul 
Malik Kweku Baako to commiserate 
with him on the passing of  his 
mother, Madam Gloria Aba 
Addison.

The Minister of  Trade was 
accompanied by Nana Ohene Ntow, 
a former General Secretary of  the 
NPP, Steve Kyerematen an elder 
brother of  the Minister, Hon. De. 
SK Nuamah, former MP for 
Kwadaso constituency, Barima 
Sarpong, a former parliamentary 
aspirant of  Afigya Sekyere East, 
Hon. Ofori Kraku, Former MP for 

Bosomefreho and other NPP senior 
members.

The late mother of  the veteran 
journalist passed away on the 6th of  
March 2021 at the Tema Maritime 
Hospital after a short illness.

Madam Gloria Aba was the wife of  
the late Kofi Baako, who served as 
Information Minister under Ghana’s 
first President, Osagyefo Kwame 
Nkrumah.

Source: peacefmonline.com



ALAN MEETS MOTI STAFF

ast Wednesday, Hon. Alan John LKyerematen met with the staff  of  the 
Ministry of  Trade and Industry to share 

with them the vision he has for the ministry. Hon. 
Kyerematen was recently sworn in by Prez. Akufo-
Addo to oversee the affairs of  the Trade Ministry 
again, having led the Ministry successfully in the 
previous term of  Prez. Akufo-Addo’s government.

On his Facebook page, Alan John Kwadwo 
Kyerematen wrote...“On Wednesday, 17 
March,2021 I held a durbar with staff  of  the 
Ministry of  Trade and Industry (MOTI) to share 
with them my vision and direction towards 
achieving the goals of  the government  in its 
second term. 

I called for a singleness of  purpose and hard work 
among the staff  to improve upon the gains made 
during the first term of  the government and to help 
raise Ghana to even higher heights.

resent at the durbar were staff  of  Pthe former Ministry of  Business 
Development which has now been 

made part of  MOTI.”

Since Trade and Industry is at the 
heartbeat of  our economy, it is the hope 
of  Ghanaians that the Ministry succeeds 
in its endeavors in order to bring 
industrialization to the doorsteps of  our 
people.

    Source: Gyansah Henry - CapeCoast  4



TOGETHER, WE WILL
SOON GET THERE

THE ALAN FACTOR
s I look through the various achievements of  the various 

Aindividuals that are interested in running the race of  the 
president one-day, I rest my back to my chair with  joy 

unspeakable written all over my face. The tales of  vision and 
purpose of  an "Alannite" continue to become supreme in the dying 
need of  the Ghanaian economy.

Taken a deep breath, I smile and said to myself; if  a thousand will 
will fall beside me, and a ten thousand around me,  then alone I can 
conquer thousand but with you we shall conquer ten thousand. I 
felt very sad within this week when I overheard the president of  
Ghana lament seriously infront of  the panel of  leadership at 
switzerland on issues pertaining to national development.

The president of  the republic said "we have been selling our cocoa 
to you for decades for the purpose of  developing our economy in 
return but for 63 years after independence, we are still the same". 
This was hard truth the president said without regret. 

he president again said ; we will produce our own TProducts from our own cocoa beans and nature our 
teaming younger generation to get used to it at their 

thender age, so that when they grow up, they will live up to it.

The last time our hard working trade minister was ask what 
responsibility exactly was given to him, he said "the president 
has ask me to create jobs". In the first four years mandate of  
the Minister, he has delivered over 200, 000 thousand direct 
and indirect jobs to our teaming youth. The president also 
added " we are tired of  this white man method of  theories of  
micro and macro economics" And in that vain, 
industrialization is now the only solution to our up and down 
economy. If  the Ghana beyond Aid will ever materials, then 
industrialization of  our local raw materials is the step in that 
direction.

Now my brothers and sisters, we all have to rise up to 
campaign on behalf  of  the president of  the republic of  
Ghana, and his able minister of  Trade and Industry to make 
Such a dream realize it's rightful position.

lease together we will get there, together we will Pconquer, together we will deliver, together we will 
accomplish the dying need of  our economy. The dying 

need of  our upcoming generation. After the FSHS, what is 
next? The graduates will need jobs and that is the definition 
of  Hon. Alan Kwadwo Kyeremanten. 

Fellow Alannites, tell a friend to tell another friend that 
President Akufo Addo's second term in office is about 
sustainable Job creation and he has industrialization as his 

foundation. Let Us rally behind him to bring this to success. 
We need to let the ordinary Ghanaian know the need to 
produce more, the need to consume more and the need to 
support more of  made in Ghana goods.

Fellow Alannites, we need to make sure the current NPP 
administration succeed wonderfully, United, strong and 
peaceful to continue with our agenda of  making Ghana the 
industrial hub of  Africa. So don't let Us be lead astrial by any 
wing of  doctrine. The doctrine of  the NPP party's succession 
is very clear and precise. Those who don't have the 
foundation shouldn't be teaching you, but should rather be 
learning from you. 

I need you, you need me and we all need each other to keep 
the chain flowing with continuity of  development in NPP. 
The chain can not be broken, but strengthen. We remain the 
seniors and so should our strategy. Let the other birds wake 
up early than ever out, but the eagle is calmly waiting as the 
dew dries out, as the atmosphere become clear to 
immancipate high, higher and highest above the imagination 
of  other birds.

Alan Kwadwo Kyeremanten is an embodiment of  continuity. 
Those who know where we came from knows where we are 
going. Others may be taught, but he was part of  the 
beginning, is part of  the now, and will be in the future.

Ye nim no fri titi
My Alan
Your Alan
Our Alan
Source: Yaw Solomon Bimoktey & Terry Affram-Kumi 
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DISCLAIMER

All information published in this newsletter do not in anyway 
whatsoever represent the opinions or expression of honorable 

Alan Kwadwo Kyerematen or his office.

The publication is intended to inform only. Alan news takes full 
responsibility for any issue that may arise by virtue of this publication

Alan and his office shall not be liable to any person(s) for any loss
or liability suffered from such usage or reliance.
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